
Germany and the growth of democracy
Timeline of Key Events

Date Event

1871 Germany becomes a new nation after defeating France in the 

Franco-Prussian War.

1888 Kaiser Wilhelm II becomes emperor of Germany. He starts 

trying to grow Germany’s empire and navy.

1898 Naval Race: Germany begins tp expand its navy to compete 

with Britain’s navy

1914 Outbreak of First World War

1915-16 Germans demand an end to the war. Protests reach numbers 

of 10,000. Army general Ludendorff states Germany cannot 

win the war

1918 Kaiser Wilhelm II abdicates. First World War ends. 

1919 JAN: Spartacus League revolt JUN: Treaty of Versailles 

signed. AUG: Weimar constitution established

1920 JAN: American jazz music comes to Germany. FEB: Founding 

of the Nazi Party. MAR: Kapp Putsch

1922 Foundation of Hitler Youth

1923 JAN: French and Belgian troops invade German industrial 

areas of the Ruhr. Hyperinflation grips Germany.

Nov 

1923

Munich Putsch. Hitler leads the Nazi Party to seize the 

Bavarian Goverment. This fails and hitler is arrested, along 

with General Ludendorff, who agreed with the Putsch. 

1924 Gustav Stresemann becomes Foreign Minister AUG: Dawes 

Plan announced 

1925 Hindenburg becomes President

1926 Germany joins League of Nations

1929 FEB: Young Plan is proposed. OCT: Wall St Crash

Key People

Kaiser 

Wilhelm II

Emperor of 

Germany, 

1888-1918.

Friedrich 

Ebert

Leader of the 

Social 

Democratic 

Party and first 

President of 

Germany

General 

Ludendorff

German 

commander 

in WWI, 

nationalist 

politician in 

1920s

Adolf Hitler

Leader of the 

Nazi Party 

and the 

Munich 

Putsch

Gustav 

Stresemann

Chancellor 

1923, Foreign 

Minister 

1924-29

Key Vocabulary

abdicate give up the throne of a country

armistice a ceasefire after which the terms of a treaty are negotiated

communism system where all property is owned by the government; people 

are equal and are paid according to their needs

constitution A set of rules by which a country is governed

Freikorps Right-wing German paramilitary group in the late 1910s/20s

hyperinflation Sudden, dramatic rise in prices

mutiny Rebellion by soldiers or sailors who refuse to take orders

Passive 

resistance

Protesting against government or laws by using non-violent 

acts

Proportional 

representation
Political system in which the number of politicians for a party is 

in proportion with the number of votes they win

putsch Attempt to seize power or take control by force.

reparations Payments made by Germany to some of the winning nations of 

the First World War for the damage done by the fighting

Weimar 

Republic

Name given to Germany’s democratic system between 1913 

and 1933

Weltpolitik Literally meaning ‘world policy’, this was the Kaiser’s plan to 

turn Germany into a global power.

German territory 

lost under Treaty of 

Versailles

Saar

Alsace-Lorraine

Danzig

Polish 

Corridor



Year 10 History Homeworks

1: Knowledge Organisers

These provide the basic knowledge for each topic 

which needs to be known off by heart. This may 

include a timeline, key words, key concepts and 

summaries.

2: Retrieval Quizzes.

These will be used to secure your knowledge of the 

source. A vital element of History is knowledge, and 

retaining this knowledge to use in exam questions. 

We will be using Knowledge quizzes to assess this 

knowledge throughout the year.

3: Revision

Preparing for history assessments is an essential 

part of each topic, as these assessments allow 

teachers and pupils the chance to check their 

progress in History. Revising gives you the chance 

to show off what you know.

Read, Watch, Listen

Read

Hitler - Ian Kershaw

A short introduction to Nazi Germany

Frank McDonough The Hitler Years

Richard Evans The coming of the Third 

Reich

Frank Dikkoter Dictators

Julia Boyd Travellers in the Third Reich 

Watch

• Hitler: the Rise of Evil

• downfall

Listen

BBC History Extra Podcast 


